In the 158-year history of our congregation, monumental events have shaped and defined each generation, from the Civil War and early growth and expansion of Los Angeles to the tide of immigration in the 1880s, World War I, the Great Depression (opening our magnificent sanctuary in 1929), World War II, the Civil Rights Movement, Viet Nam, the fall of the Berlin Wall, 9/11, and the Great Recession.

Each generation before us rose to the challenge of its time to carry our morals and values forward for the next generation, and the next, and future generations they would never know.

The COVID-19 pandemic, our national reckoning on race and justice, and the aftermath of the Woolsey Fire that destroyed our camps, challenge us in ways no one could imagine. This is our moment. This is our time not only to manage and serve well during this period of turbulence and uncertainty but also to consider beyond the immediate issues of current events and see a long-term vision for our future.

No one knows the complete implications of the pandemic or of the social unrest that we have witnessed. What will the economic fallout be? How will our lives be changed both in the near and long-term future? Will we as a society finally provide social justice for all? No one really knows, but one thing I know is certain: Words like community and connection mean more now than they ever have, and we have never needed each other more.

Your board of trustees, clergy, senior staff, and school administrators have all reacted in a remarkable manner throughout these uncertain times, taking prompt yet measured actions to balance the needs, health, safety, and interests of our congregation today with our legacy and our future.

Our clergy and our schools have pivoted to provide a breadth of programs and online opportunities that helps us stay connected and enables many people, especially members with tight schedules and less mobility, or who are geographically distant, to participate. Born out of necessity, these initial efforts are proving to be great opportunities to engage in new ways, expand our reach, and grow.

Never before would we have conceived of having High Holy Days anywhere but together in our Sanctuary. However, if all of us cannot be together in the Sanctuary, how do we take advantage of different ways to connect and provide the most meaningful and engaging High Holy Day experience? Our clergy, administration, and several members of our community in the television and broadcasting industry are working to create an experience like none other before.

Our Karsh Family Social Service Center has been a pillar of community service throughout the pandemic, projecting our values into the community as they distributed food and diapers to clients in need. The Center’s emergency response has reached out to those who need it most; and the overall volume of goods distributed on a weekly basis has grown exponentially over pre–COVID 19 levels.

As we return to our campuses and anticipate the opening of the Audrey Irmas Pavilion, we can imagine these gathering places as we imagine the world: not only a place to once again enjoy all of our life-cycle events as a community, but also a world that is more welcoming, a world where people listen and understand, a world of acceptance.

L’dor v’dor, from generation to generation. What will we pass on?
Question: How many books are in the Torah? If you responded five, you are absolutely...incorrect! That is, according to Rabbi Judah HaNasi (135–217), the editor of the Mishnah (the first major written collection of the Jewish oral traditions). He says there are seven—and that is because of the Torah portion Beha’alotcha, which we read on the Shabbat of June 13.

The portion begins with some of the rules and regulations of conducting sacrifices in the Tent of Meeting, and also includes the Levites’ roll in these sacrifices. There is an abrupt pause, and then the lines, “When the Ark would travel, Moses would say, ‘Arise, O Lord, may your enemies be scattered, and may your foes flee before You.’ And when it rested, he would say, ‘Return, O Lord, to the tens of thousands of Israel.” (Numbers 10:35–36). Following these lines, we jump right into the middle of a seemingly unrelated story about the continued whining and complaining of the Israelite people and the gossiping of Aaron and Miriam.

The “pause” is marked by two inverted Hebrew letters (nuns), which create a distinct separation. Rabbi HaNasi regards the distinct pause of two lines to be a book of the Torah unto itself. Meaning, the Book of Numbers (Bamidbar) is actually three books! Hidden additional value in plain sight, what we thought was one is actually three.

And where did I learn this? My bar mitzvah, of course! This is my bar mitzvah Torah portion. Though my birthday is in March, my bar mitzvah was postponed three months to give me additional study time, as I started religious school at such a late age. At first I was disappointed, even embarrassed. However, I grew to truly appreciate the extra time with my tutors, my teachers, and the rabbi. Hidden value in plain sight.

I cannot help but think about the many children in our community whose b’nei mitzvah have been affected by the current COVID-19 crisis. Many families are postponing, and others are opting for an online experience, but all will be different from what they expected or dreamed about.

It’s the same for all of us. This abrupt and powerful pause is so different from the expectations and dreams we have for ourselves and for our families. But within these differences, there is hidden value. Right now it may be hard for us to see, but if we stop for a moment and search, we will find it together—and, I would venture to say, in plain sight.

Rabbi David Eshel

Camp Will Go On—Virtually

Camp is canceled. Three words that our community wasn’t surprised to hear, yet they still sting. The decision to cancel our in-person programming this summer was both difficult and easy. Difficult because hundreds of kids from across the country have been waiting all year to spend another life-changing summer at their home away from home; easy because our number one priority is to ensure the physical safety of our community and, unfortunately, this is the best way to do that.

Most of the language we hear right now is about everything we can’t do. But camp has always been about imagining what you can do. And camp is where you decide what you will do.

Every camper remembers his/her first day at camp—excited, nervous, overwhelmed, scared to be away from home for the first time. Then a counselor or a new best friend comes along, puts their arm around you, and lets you know everything is going to be okay. We’re all first-time campers again. We’ve been here before. Those same counselors and friends will help us through it.

Though much of the world right now feels so uncertain, one thing remains certain: Kids need camp. Not just an outlet to enjoy fun activities, sing songs, and dance; they need an experience through which they can develop a deeper connection to their Jewish identity, figure out who they are as individuals, and be embraced by a community of lifelong friends and role models. That hasn’t changed, and the camp team is in the midst of planning online programming to accomplish that mission.

Over the next two months, campers will participate in a virtual-camp experience filled with many of the activities they love, along with age-specific bonding programs that will provide opportunities to deepen their connections with one another and take their minds off everything going on in the world. All activities will be led by the same counselors and specialists who have been role models to these kids for years.

We will laugh together. We will cry together. We will sing, dance, and play. We will have new inside jokes with our friends. We will make friendship bracelets for each other.

We will have camp.
Mazal Tov, Brawerman Class of 2020!

Mazal tov to the Brawerman East and West Classes of 2020! They will be matriculating to the following secondary schools:

The Archer School for Girls; Brentwood School; Campbell Hall; Chadwick School; Crossroads School; The Episcopal School of Los Angeles; Geffen Academy; Harvard-Westlake School; Marlborough School; Milken Community Schools; Oakwood School; Pressman Academy; Sinai Akiba Academy; Viewpoint School; Wildwood School; Windward School

Mazal Tov, Brawerman Class of 2014!

Mazal tov to the Brawerman Class of 2014! They will be matriculating to some of the following colleges and universities:

Brandeis University; Brown University; Cornell University; The New School; New York University; Princeton University; Scripps College; Tulane University; University of Arizona; University of California, Santa Barbara; University of Chicago; University of Colorado; University of Miami; University of Michigan; University of Oregon; University of Pennsylvania; University of Washington; University of Wisconsin; Vanderbilt University; Wesleyan University
Looking Ahead

The end of this past school year was like none we could have imagined or planned for, but our staff and families stepped up and into a remarkable new chapter of Jewish education. This coming school year will be different, and while we hope to gather together as we have in years past, Wilshire Boulevard Temple and the Religious School team are planning for many potential learning and community-building possibilities. If your student in Grades 4 through 7 would like some Hebrew help over the summer, please contact the Religious School office at rsinfo@wbtla.org.

If you have already made your registration deposit, you will receive a specific course offering menu this summer. If you have not yet registered, please do so as soon as possible. For now, here are some snapshots from our year together.

For Julia, the chance to volunteer has been helpful by redirecting energy from an abruptly halted college study-abroad experience. “This has been a wonderful way to, yes, get out of the house but also to feel like there’s a purpose, especially right now,” Julia shared. “I haven’t done too many service jobs that have felt not only like the results were immediate for us but also, potentially, could be immediate for someone else. Seeing people come in, and say their name, and get their bag…it just feels like the cycle is ongoing, and we’re part of that tangible cycle.”

We know that this pandemic has struck chords deep within so many of us: the need to hold our loved ones close (physically and/or metaphorically) and the desire to help those in need. It has been our privilege at the Karsh Center to embrace volunteers who connect these two fundamental needs in service of our community!
GLAZER AND MANN EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTERS

Congratulations, Kadima Graduates!

Mazel tov to our 2019–2020 graduating Kadima classes! The faculty and staff at our early childhood centers are so proud of you all and excited to send you forth on your continuing journeys. Come back and visit us often—you are always part of the Wilshire Boulevard Temple family.

TK Alef (Glazer):
Michaela Bloch, Ravy Blum, Allison Mau, Audrey Mobasser, Nico Moeller, Milo Parris, Grayson Rome, Jacob Rosenberg, Zachary Shabason, Stella Silverstein, Solomon Smeke, Ava Todd, Noah Vayntrub, Hallie Weiss

TK Bet (Glazer):
Katarina Berger, Madeline Bloomfield, Raphael David-Preston, Logan Flicker, Beau Gerber, Samuel Jacobs, Ally Kroll, Aiden Lawi, Dan Oranim, Meir Roffe, Zoei Rosensweig, Siena Shalouni, Sophie Strauss, Henna Uppal, Hudson Yatman

TK (Mann):

DK Bet (Mann):
Andie Bernstein, Elke Braiman, Talia Faram, Shiloh Fink, Collette Haroni, Ethan Kleinman, Jordan Merina, Naomi Norman, Belle Norzsky, Mason Rudner, Isabel Sands, Blake Sawtelle, Daniel Segel, Vivenne Slater, Sam Spigel, Blake Weinberger, Sebastian Yodgor, Hank Zachary, Ari Ziv
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Welcome to new Temple members...

Demetra and Ari Chazanas and their daughters, Valentina and Camilla...Molly and Howard Nourmand and their daughter, Bijou...Jessica and Scott Mani Schreiber...

Congratulations to...

Marnie Diamondstein on the birth of her son, Dylan Henry Lang Diamondstein...Jamie and Todd Hasson on the birth of their son, Luke James Hasson, and to big brothers, Chase and Hunter...Aliison Silver and Daniel Hipskind on the birth of their son, Maverick Ryan Hipskind, and to big sister, Olive...

Nancy and Howard Klein on the birth of their granddaughter, Louella "Lou" Frances Klein...Dana and Josh Pollick on the birth of their daughter, Sadie Brie Pollick, and to big brother, Joseph...

Diana Feinstein and Mark Sedlander on the birth of their daughter, Sadie Brie Pollick, and to big brother, Joseph...

Nancy and Howard Klein on the birth of their granddaughter, Louella "Lou" Frances Klein...Dana and Josh Pollick on the birth of their daughter, Sadie Brie Pollick, and to big brother, Joseph...

Diana Feinstein and Mark Sedlander on the birth of their daughter, Sadie Brie Pollick, and to big brother, Joseph...

And to all immediate and extended family.

Condolences to...

Susan and Max Lesser on the death of her stepfather, Les Michael Bateman, and to step-grandson, Nathan Lesser...

Cindy and Gary Frischling on the death of her father, Louis Bauman, and to granddaughters, Rebecca and Samantha...

Jonathan and Lisa Bloch on the death of his mother, Nancy Bloch, and to grandchildren, Jordan, Caroline, and Alexis...

Benjamin and Laurie Fox on the death of their mother, Sylvia Fox, and to granddaughters, Ruby and Emma...

Max and Gina Hunt on the death of his father, Peter Hunt...

Gail Title on the death of her husband, Lawrence "Larry" Karziger, and to grandchildren, Jordan, Caroline, and Alexis...

And to all immediate and extended family.

Audrey Irmas Pavilion Donor Profile

CELEBRATING FAMILIES FOR GENERATIONS TO COME

In the coming months, we will be sharing stories revealing why families have purchased a paver at the Audrey Irmas Pavilion.

Lee, Barbara, Daniel, Rachel, Ben, Rebecca, and Marshall Wagman and Sarah, Andrew, Max, Sadie, and Sophia Ellenbogen

"The architecturally stunning new Audrey Irmas Pavilion is a tangible embodiment of our congregation’s vibrant future and a prominent reminder of all that Wilshire Boulevard Temple means to its membership. It is important to the Wagman and Ellenbogen families to be a part of the community of leaders who are investing in our future. Rabbi Leder and all who have spearheaded this ambitious campaign have reimagined what our campus will be—and reenvisioned the role the Temple can play in our lives. Congratulations."

Paver Update

Half-size pavers are now sold out and only 11 large pavers are still available. To be part of our history and secure a paver, please reach out to Jamie Geller at jgeller@wbtla.org.
We are so grateful to the following donors who supported the Temple Fund between June 2019 and April 2020. The Temple Fund supports our security infrastructure and staff, and enables all who wish to belong to Wilshire Boulevard Temple to do so.

TZEDEK
Shelby Notkin and Teresita Tinajero
Carolyn and Priscilla Tamkin

EMET
Alan Berro
Paul and Vera Guerin
Allan and Aila Koff
Arthur Levine and Lauren Leichtman
Richard Lovett
Peter and Linda Rhee
Arnold and Joan Sidel

G/MILIT CHASADIM
Martin and Debbie Adelson
Howard Bernstein
Robert and Cindy Broder
Audrey Imsa
David and Meredith Kaplan
Stephen and Jean Kaplan
Dorit Kintum
Fred Kunin and Susan Greenberg-Kunk
David Linde and Felicia Rosenfeld

Jerry and Los Magin
Edward and Nancy Phillips
Joyce Powell
Richard and Debra Pellow
Stewart and Lynda Rynecki
Richard and Allessa Resler
Steve Robinson and Janet Crown
Edward and Lynn Rosenfeld
Lorette and Corine Sands
Jay and Phyllis Schapira
John and Toni Schulman
Richard Sonderheimer and Janet Rissman

AVODAH
Marc Birenfeld and Julie Miller
Adam and Emily Bold
Daniel and Hadar Borenstein
Adam and Marina Cohn
Al and Rose Finci
Adam and Kathleen Fishbach
Simon and Lori Fuer
Henry and Arline Gluck
Alan and Nan Goodman
Andrew and Jennifer Howard
James Hyman and Leslie Weisberg
Brute and Martha Karsh
Robert Hyman and Dena Bloom
Michael Rohn and Caroline Spire
Thomas and Barbara Leaser
Bradley and Lisa Minidin
David and Sylvie Minidin
Richard and Diana Pachucki
Judith Rechman
David and Michelle Rosenberg
Jonathan and Al Rosen
Vic and Chaarlene Sands
Donald Schwarz
Mark Siegel and Elizabeth Farara
Jill Wimper

TORAH
Aron and Camille Adar
Michaele Anderton
Richard and Shelly Bany
Nancy Bell
Laurence and Allison Berg
Adam and Karen Berkowitz
David and Jennifer Bersin
Geri Brawerman
David and Emily Bold
Daniel and Hadar Borenstein
Adam and Marina Cohn
Al and Rose Finci
Adam and Kathleen Fishbach
Simon and Lori Fuer
Henry and Arline Gluck
Alan and Nan Goodman
Andrew and Jennifer Howard
James Hyman and Leslie Weisberg
Brute and Martha Karsh
Robert Hyman and Dena Bloom
Michael Rohn and Caroline Spire
Thomas and Barbara Leaser
Bradley and Lisa Minidin
David and Sylvie Minidin
Richard and Diana Pachucki
Judith Rechman
David and Michelle Rosenberg
Jonathan and Al Rosen
Vic and Chaarlene Sands
Donald Schwarz
Mark Siegel and Elizabeth Farara
Jill Wimper

Shelby Notkin and Teresita Tinajero
Carolyn and Priscilla Tamkin

Emerson and Berta Glazer
Stanley and Ilena Gold
Russell and Karen Goldsmith
Todd and Kim Goldstein
Hillard and Valerie Gordon
John and Suzanne Gordon
Stuart and Amy Graver
Leland and Miriam Green
Jason and Jenna Grosfeld
Marc and Fira Gurin
Harry Hartman and Greg Clark
Howard Heiner and Betsy Newman
Kenneth and Teri Herb
Bruce and Lynn Heyman
David and Marcie Hilliard
Michael and Susan Horn
Michael and Nathalie Huddleston
Martin Joffe and Susan Adler Jurand
Rebecca Jonah
Bruce and Lily Karatz
Alexander Karger and Danielle Sebring
Jordan and Karen Kerner
Warren and Joan Kessler
Howard and Nancy Klein
Cindy and Jennifer Kleinman
David and Abby Kohl
Joanne Koberg
Lindsey Kugberg
Mark and Caroline Kuperstock
John and Deborah Landis
Susan Lemer
Benjamin and Alan Levinson
Michael and Susan Levin
Keith and Kathy Lemberman
Joff and Rachel Lipp
Mark and Friedman
Mark and Cathly Louchheim
Penny and Renata Lubens
Randolph and Kimberly Magen
Gary and Maggie Magier
Joel Mandel
Elliot and Alan Megdal
Lance and Hillary Million
Elliis Miller
Mark and Pamela Michel
Jonathan Mitchell
Paul and Donna Nadel
Jan Nast
Arnold and Sherrill Nelson
Michael Powell and Sheila Phillips
Richard and Elissa Phillips
Gregory Froncisz and Launry Harris
Robert Raffell and Jodi Rom Radoff
Rhonda Rand
Herbert and Janet Rapaport
Ronnie Read
Lee Robbins
Terrance and Laura Rodyk
Jaryn Rosenberg
Bruce and Linda Rosenblum
Dorothy Royce
Stanford and Adrienne Rubin
Kri and Lacie Scaife
Timothy Ryan and Lisa Guerin
Ann Saltzman
Scott andBetty Sanders
Michael and Elizabeth Sands
Jonathan and Jennifer Schechter
Thomas and Robbi Schiff
Howard and Linda Schimmer
Bryan Shirk and Kirsten Seebold
Shirleen
Barry and Frankie Shellen
Betty Szyptol
Reagan Silver
Robert and Robin Sills
Avisal Sike and Rabbi Lynn Brody Slome
Richard Smolke
Mark and Jessica Sokol
Michael Stein and Gai Klass
Jason and Elisabeth Spindler
Steven and Ann Sunshine
Michael and Danielle Swartz
Bradley Taback-Bark
Doron Tisch and Joan Cooper
Kenneth and Julia Uslan
Alberto and Stacy Valner
Jonathan and Toby Victor
Lee and Barbara Wagman
Richard and Candace Wertz
Susan Williams
David and Leslie Wimmer
Ross and Betty Wint
Jay and Wendy Wintrob
Richard and Karen Wolfen
Jacques and Yousufin
Jake and Rachel Zaitou
Marshall Zolia

PILLAR
Kenneth and Carole Adashke
Andrew Adelson
David and Linda Aggen
Harvey Alpern
Benjamin and David Arstel
Rand and Cary Arkel
Eliy and Zoee Aron
Lawrence and Beth Baek
Adrian and Leon Berge
Eric Berenfeld
Marlene Berro
Daniel and Angela Blattes
Alok Bloch and Nancy Bernard
Stewart and Lynne Brookman
Glen Brummam and Jaime Young
Norman Chanes and Ronine Shapiro
Arthur and Katheryn Chirika
Daniel and Michelle Couneuse
Alex Cuthbertson and Elizabeth Mintzer
Michael Dreyer
Craig and Carolyn Erenstein
Mark and Laura Epstein
Philip and Cindy Eden
Fred and Sherry Fern
Joel and Jessica Fields
Jeffrey and Patti Finkelstein
Michael Finnstein and Deborah Krakow
Michael and Leslie Fisch
Daniel and Jesse Fisch
Bryan Forman and Amy Pfug
Jeff and Gilika Friedman
Harvey and Anita Friedman
Robert and Shan Friedman
Ruth Friedman
Tamara Fulk
Erika Glazer
Adam and Lisa Glick
Joshua and Cathrine Goldsmith
Justin Goldstein and Deborah Dragon
Lawrence and Vicky Gooden
Mary Lynn Gotted
Jeffrey and Jamie Grant
Warren and Randi Grant
Rick and Jolene Greenwald
Barbara Goshow
Richard and Shan Hill
Patrick and Tama Heil
Charles and Cynthia Hirschhorn
Jill Jackson
Lance and Julie Jackson
Sean Jackson and Anita Behnin
Steven and Ellen Jackson
Lara Kaplan
Randall and Madison Kaplan
David and Jennifer Kass
Jack and Leslie Kavaunag
Stuart Krasnow
Vlad Kusanovitch and Jori Kusman
Justin Laine, Leon
Ruth Lavine
Rabbi Steve and Betsy Leder
Bruce and Susan Leshin
Murray and Carol Levy
Adam and Heidi Leyzin
Douglas and Jamie Lynn
Stephen and Susan Macintyre
Edan Moss and Marielle Bocke
Andrew Murri and Amy Forbes Murri
Stanley and Andrea Oritstein
Sandra Oron
Lawrence and Sandra Post
Leander Reich and Elan Paraisy
Russ and Linheigh Richter
Steven and Eden Robinson
Fred and Nancy Rosenfeld
Jill Roth and Sherry Grant
Steve Sauer
Ted Schachter and Susan Gordon
Gary and Markit Schiller
Jason and Alexis Shulzer
Todd and Susan Shuman
Janna Sidney
Michael and Wendy Sidley
Ben and Jennifer Silverman
Hal and Sandy Sloan
Matthew and Kely Sloan
Elena and Steven Sugerman
Mark and Diane Tarnia
David and Deborah Traiger
Rudy and Marc Valner
Adam and Jacqueline Winnick
Steven and Dori Yari
Cynthia Yorkin

AM'CHA
John and Laura Abruscato
Arron and Camille Adar
Martin and Debbie Adelson
Allan and Judy Ackric
Nathan and Kimberly Agam
Barry and Nadene Alexander
Carlos Allena
Michael and Melanie Alkoff
Diana Arnold-Grycan
Sherman Ballard
Harlan and Laurlyn Barbanell
Jonathan and Jeffrey Bass
Louis Bauman
Helen Bany
David and Lisa Beaubiere
Winifred Beck
Steven Becker
Michael and Linda Feichman
Shimon and Ariella Benbashat
May Bently
Rubin and Gail Ben-Naim
Larry Bercovitz
Barbara Bergen
Barrett and Susan Bergman
Barry and Anna Bard Tepper
Adam and Karen Berkowitz
Kenneth Berkowitz
Gordon and Elaine Berman
Shimel and Michael Bokstein
Heath Binder and Britt Beck
Marjorie Blatt
Steven and Elizabeth Blatt
Cheryl Bloch
Jonathan and Lisa Bloch
Saul and Jill Bloch
Stephan and Julie Bloch
Jason Blum
Arlene Blumberg
Mark and Ellen Borestein
Talha and Elizabeth Bold
David and Carol Bovell
David and Susan Boyer
Stephen and Midwest Breuer
Sony and Susan Brombey
Daniel and Mary Brussel
Noma Bubary
George Buchler and Flora Segura-Buchler
John Burke
Richard and Jan Burns
Robert and Karen Caner
David and Marlene Capell
Susan Casamassima
Joyce Clarke
Armand Cohen
Audrey Cohen
Betty Cohen
Branden and Karen Cohen
Earle and Elaine Cohen
Esther and Jack Cohen
Lara and Elliot Cohen
Linda Cohen
Lara and Elliot Cohen
Charles and Dayle Odliger
Judith Odliger
Emanuel Odliger
Douglas and Eva Drorowsky
Manly Ehrman
Jerome and Jacqueline Eisenberg
Marla and Laura Eisenberg
Larry Ellis
Nancy Eliel
William Emery and Virginia Morris
Craig and Carolyn Erenstein
Myrna Engler
Ronin Ephraim
Burton and Jill Epstein
Mark and Laura Epstein
Rabbi David and Stephanie Elshe
Susan Eskin
Bruce and Barbara Ewokow
Casey and Dana Federman
Karen Freeman-Michels
Joel and Cathy Feldman
Kathleen Fennring-Switzer
Bobbie Fields
Ivan and Virginia Finkle
Sasha Finlan
Joseph and Edith Fisher
Andrew Fishman
Jonathan and company Fischer
Benjamin and Laurie Fox
Garth and Enid Freund
Cathy and Janet Friedberg
Mark and Friedmann
Andrew and Scott Friedman
Richard and Diane Friend
Orol Cal and Kate Demodena
Sharon Gaim
Arline Gelfand
Brad and Cathy Gelfond
Gordon and Lee Gelfond
Laraine Gerber
Stan Getz and Lisa Agay Getz
Sanatou and Agbeli Gbebi
Stephen Gilinbarb
Carol Gilles
Ernest Glasser
Adam and Lisa Glass
Vicky and Elizabeth Gabman
Henry and Arline Gluck
Margo Frankel and Joel Goldberg
Joan Goldshterd
Scott and Caryn Goldstein
Todd and Kevin Goldstein
Stephen and Bari Good
Mark Goodman
Cathy Gordon
Monte Gordon
Stephen and乐an Gordon
Beth and Jenny Gore
Al and Beth Gough
Alan Greenman
Liran and Naomi Greenstein
Linda Greffier
Janet Gross
Lila Garigos
Caron Don and Nancy Garney
Neil and Rowena Haas
Sharon Hack
Shirley Hallman
Diane Berkman and Justin Hird
Rita Harris
Robert and Elizabeth Harris
Sally Harris
Hannah Heineman
Adam and Jennifer Herschman
Jane Hirsch
Richard and Lalana Hirschfeld
Clive and Carol Hoffman
Erik Holmberg and Roma Kress
Toby Horn and Harold Tomin
Scott Howard
Richard Iackes
Matthew Jacobson and Bethany Grabic
Michael Goldkee
Glen and Leonie Janken
Jeff Jarkow and Debra Zane
Gary Jones and Stacey Shriver
David Judd and Judy Judd
Barbara Kahn

Continued on page 8
What do you commit to doing after you become a bat mitzvah to make the world a better place? I plan to help out wherever my life leads me.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to continue to look for ways to make a difference in the lives of others. I do not take my life for granted, and I am so thankful to maintaining my connection to the Jewish community. I know that small gestures can have a big impact, and I will continue to make small (and big where I can) gestures. I also commit to my future tikkun olam projects.

**Reasons for my Tikkun Olam project:**

- My family has a strong relationship with the Karsh Center, and I spend many Sunday mornings with my Grandma volunteering at the Center. In addition to fresh fruits and vegetables and pantry items, we often hand out personal items. Recently, we have been running out of socks and there are not enough for everyone. For my Tikkun Olam project, I will be hosting a sock drive and will donate all of the socks received to the Karsh Center.

**Why was your Tikkun Olam project meaningful to you?**

- It made me sad that we have a difficult time providing something as simple as socks is hard for me to comprehend. Individuals, who are now my friends, do not have access to the socks received to the Karsh Center.

**Abigail Richman**

**June 6, 2020**

Abigail is the daughter of Michelle and Keith Richman; the granddaughter of Amy and Marvin Richman, Margaret and Lewis Speckler.

**Tikkun Olam project:** My love of animals will play a role in my future tikkun olam projects.

**What do you commit to doing after you become a bar mitzvah to make the world a better place?** I look forward to being able to help in a hands-on manner with animals in their natural environments.
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PRAYERBOOK DEDICATION AND

In Honor of:
Olga Stock by Al and Rose Finci
Michael Senter by Nancy Senter
Robert Schlossberg by Stanford and Adrienne Rubin
Madeline Price by Michael Price

In Loving Memory of:
Blanche Sklar by Arnold Sklar

In Honor of:
BRAWERMAN ANNUAL FUND
by Susan and Bruce Levin
Jeanette Levin by Brandon and Claudia Levin

In Loving Memory of:
ANNE AND NATHAN SPIBERG ANNUAL
LIBRARY FUND

In Honor of:
Milton Aguy by Lisa Aguy Gertz and Stan Gertz
Alan Barbalou by Joseph and Stan Gertz
Irae Grin by Frank Baron
Jacob Beeden by Jane Hirsch
Janice Bleies by Ann Rubin
Bertha H. Blum by Betty Ann Toffer
Jean Bietley by Matthew and Amy Bayer
Ann Brown by Edward and Linda Brown
Wayne Carlo by Ann Rubin
Ed Chaves by Norma Chames and Ronnie Shapiro
Soraya Delkhah by Jacques and Dina Youssif
Ina D’Ull by Berl Givon and Ann Lab Givon
George Epstein by Lucille Epstein
Robert and Azeline Feldman by Steven and Ann Sunshine
Deb .and Amellie Feldstein by Carl and Patricia Feldstein
Norma Freeman by Charles and Karen Ruzin
Fred Stanley Geldman, beloved brother and uncle,
by Ann Rubin
Sophia Gaylman, beloved mother and grandmother,
by Ann Rubin
Alvin Gray by Ann Rubin
Charlotte Gray by Ansel Starme and Robert Lynn Bodye
Helen Klein by Florence and Alan Stark
Lewis Jackson, loving and beloved father and grandfather,
by Francine Sanders
Lisa and Irvn Jameson by Don and Ellen Creamer
Jeanette Kanner by Jordan and Nicolai Kerner
Frank Krevin by Helen Lewis
Sylea Krevin by Helen Lewis
Dear father, Irvn Kulin, by Diane Dresner
Sol Laskin by Mark Laskin
Betty Lasy by Shiloh Haaman
by Paul and Judi Lippe
Morris Levy by Paul and Judi Lippe
Anne Lulbin by Mark and Pamela Murshel
Theema Manhall by Allan and Judy Africa
Jack Morris by Ronny Grueter and Annelise Morris
Sylea Morris by Ronny Grueter and Annelise Morris
Stanley Moss by Sandra Moss
Morris Motley by Donald and Lenore Motley
Diane Mott by Ann Rubin
Jerry Mucin by Charles and Karen Rosin
Rose Rosenbluth by Roy and Susan Rosenbluth
Charles Rose by Robert and Deborah Kleinman
Norman Ruben by Ann Rubin
by Susan Rubin
Evelyn Schultman by Alan Schultman
Milton Sidley by Michael and Wendy Sidley
Barbara Timmer by Jack and Dawn Feltman
Florence Tulema by Dr. Bonnie Tucker and Scott Tommey
Rut Turel by Jean Druffer
Jack Waldow by Richard Waldow and Ann Markowitz
Barbara Wine by Nina B. Weirnstein
David Wolf by Jan and Julie Jodsh
Harvey Yatom by Rian and Sherry Yatman
Gabin Zwiedan by Dr. Cassandra Klyman

TIKKUN OLAM SOCIAL ACTION FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Sherry Greene by Kimberly and Todd Greene
Richard Harris by Robert and Elizabeth Harris
Abe London by Vera and Steven Mark
Wolfe Neidorfman by John and Deborah Landsis
Martin Small by Robins and Michael Levy
Alvin Vogel by Alice Vogel

TEMPLE FUND
Joyce Clarke
Brandyn and Karen Cohen
Judith Doonit
Michael Dreayer
Robert Gopen
Miriam and Irsn Green
Marsha Harwood
Marcene and Dr. Bruce Larson
Len and Bob Lauterbach
Charles and Elizabeth Levin

In Loving Memory of:
Dianne Mandell-Miller
Donna and Paul Nadell
Eleni Pantalith and Leland Reicher
Edward and Lynn Rosenfeld
Julie Stark
Janice and Daniel Wallace
Richard and Laura Ziff

In Honor of:
Nattalie Cohen by Carol and Daniel Reilly
Andy Harris by John and Toni Shraman
Rabb. Steve Leder by Warren and Randi Grant
by Barbara and Robert Klein
Rabb. Steve Leder for officiating at the funeral of Frank
by Drs. Gary and Mark Schiller
Rabb. Susan Nunus by Brian and Linda Lott
The birth of Simon Shapiro by Barrett Malin
by Drs. Gary and Mark Schiller

In Loving Memory of:
Jeanette and Milton Aguy by Airline and Richard Aguy
Marion B. Allen by Gene and Judith Tuch
Kane B. Bennett by Gayle Leventhal
Matthew Benagen by Samara and Kenneth Fricik
Craig Berg by Philip and Cindy Fedor
Marilyn Blank by Julie Fenton
Saul Bledner by Linda and Eugene Wett
Henretta and Milton Blum by Airline and Richard Aguy
Bernard Brown by Steven and Linda Blauner
Sam Burns by Dr. Gary and Mark Schiller
Marie Corday by Jeanne and Lindsay Kodberg
and Stephen Corday
Betti Ann Dancen by Robert Dancen and Cyrene Schuster
Maurice Eskevitz by Bruce and Barbara Eskevitz
Fela Felz by Gary and Tiffi Santos
Barrie Fish by Glenn and Leonie Janek
Etta Fish by Glenn and Leonie Janek
Herman Fishby by David and Susan Boyer
Jerry Fishman by Gabe Rabinield and Nils Katz
Beatrice Fischler and Jacob Stassman on Sheryl Fleicher
Raymond Gertz by Todd and Laurie Okum
Bill Gilbert by Mark and Cathy Lousheim
Hyman Gushbaly by Stanley and Ilene Gold
Samuel Gore by Jan and Beth Gore
Lawrence Graft by Cathy Jo Graft
Rose Gray by Alan and Judy Fogelman
by Richard Grey
Eyke Grinstein by the Peiler family
Harold Gross by Janet Gross
Rose Handelman by Jeff Zerkle and Debra Zane
Rose K.Horn by Toby M. Horn and Harold Tornin
Sam Horn by Tob M. Horn and Harod Tornin
Michael Jarkow by Jeff Zerkle and Debra Zane
George Kellen by Bernet Kellman and Nancy Mette
Leilie Kline by Ruth and George Furst
Margaret Kline by Ruth and George Furst
Gordon Kopald by Andrea Nelson and Larry Kopald
Al Kudnby by Arnold and Diana Gycyn
Evelyn Kober by Joanna Kozberg
by Martin and Barbara Kozberg
Brett Lawrence by Aaron and Blair Kaplan
Morris Levy by Shirley Haiman
Edward McManus by Joseph McManus and Leigh Stein
Ronald Metter by Dr. Douglas and Jodi Galen
Aunt Dorothy Miller by Airline and Richard Aguy
James R. Miller by Dianne Mandell-Miller
David Mindlin by Bradley and Lisa Mindlin
Jennifer Mindlin by Bradley and Lisa Mindlin
Julius Michal by Mark and Pamela Michal
Edna Mosk by Sandra Mosk
Lillian Moskowitz by Denise Terenzio
Romey Metter by Donald and Lenore Mettey
Noelle Nelson by Andrea Nelson and Larry Kopald
Betsy Netby by Allie Netby
Riva V. Night by Allan Night
Francke Pllg by Barm Forman and Andrea Pllg
Marla Pllg by Barm Forman and Andrea Pllg
Germate Pllg by Charles Pllg
Richard Pllg by Charles Pllg
Philip Rund, MD, by Dr. Iramda Rund
Kenneth Randal by Noreen and Haas Row
Gertrude Reade by Ronnie Reade

We appreciate your generous donations. An $18 minimum donation is required for each acknowledgment card.
In Loving Memory of:

Robert Rhein by Linda and Peter Rhein
Ruth Robin by Arnold and Sheryl Nelson
Ethal Rosenfeld by Elaine Sterman
Milton Rosenfeld by Elaine Sterman
Charles Royce by Dorothy Royce
Joseph Rudin by Elie and Zoya Rudin
Misha Rudin by Elie and Zoya Rudin
Leonid Rudyk by Lawrence Rosenzweig and Regina Rudyk
Mel Saltzman by Ann, David, and Michael Saltzman and family
Ali Sawad by Allen and Judy Alric
Frank Schiller by Dr. Max and Ousay Shapiro
by Michael Wachs
Gustav Schiller by Frank Schiller
by Dr. Gary and Maskit Schiller
Lilly Schiller by Frank Schiller
by Dr. Gary and Maskit Schiller
Dr. Victor Schiller by Frank Schiller
by Drs. Gary and Maskit Schiller

In Honor of:

Aileen Lindenbaum by Jeanne Gerson
Iura Landa by Belle Landa
Burnell Grossman by Jean Grossman

In Loving Memory of:

Lawrence Dresser, beloved husband, by Diane Dresser

Sam Cooper, much-missed father, by Joel and Robin Rose
Artiaga by Les Bronte

In Loving Memory of:

RABBI ALFRED WOLF

Rabbi David Eshel by Ross and Betty Winn

In Honor of:

Isador Pastor by Richard Fishman

MEMORIAL FUND
SUSAN AND MEREDITH FISMAN

Dora Weinstein by Linda and Eugene Weiss
Tom Wallach by Dorothy Royce
Shirley and Susan Tuch by Rick and Shelley Bayer
Stephen Sterman by Elaine Sterman
Lisa Beth-Harris
Miriam Spigelman, who was confirmed at WBT in 1943, by Raymond Slotkin by Barry and Lisa Mindlin
Joel Simon by Greg and Lida Simon

TRIBUTES

Audrey Lavin
Dena Bloom and Robert Klyman
Diane Shakin and Nicholas Klein
Nicole and Andrew Gumpert
Anessa Karney and Stuart Goldstein
Deborah Dragon and Justin Goldstein
Allison and Randall Ginzberg
Gisela and Jeff Friedman
Jill Franklin
Ayala Elnekave
Margaret and Stephen Davis
Nancy and Hal Daum
Julie and Steve Cramer
Adrienne S. Coffield
Evan and Anna Arnold
Bob Levy B’nei Mitzvah Scholarship Fund

(continued on page 11)
Rabbi Steve Leder by William Bernstein
by David and Michelle Rosenberg
Mark and Barbara Lubin by Laura Raus
Burton Morris by Jeffrey Cowin
Carrie and Kevin Neustadt by Sally Neustadt
Dana and Richard Pachulski by Gary Tenzer
Margaret Packhow by Judy Hereford
by Susan Meltzer
Andrea Piff by Ellen Schwartz
Mary Reynolds by Ronald and Christina Safir
Rabbi Ira Shapiro by Gary Jones and Stacey Sniider
The birth of Rabbi Shapiro's son by Jeanne Gerson
Lindsay Shargy by Howard Rosen
Hal and Sandy Slan by Francine Sanders
Quinn Wenter by Stephanie and Rabbi David Eichel
The Wilshire Boulevard Temple clergy and staff by Hillard and Valerie Gorden
Diana Winters by Benjamin and Diana Winters

In Loving Memory of:

Arlene Andelson by Bobbie and Sandy Heck
Bar and Barabell parents by Perry Bass and Stephanie Barabell
Donald Berkus by Philip and Cindy Feder
Leila Bluestone by David Bluestone
Milton Blumer by Lisa Agya Gey and Stan Getz
Sidney Davidson by Diana Davidson
Jenny Fishman by Dena Bloosom and Robert Klyman
Sylvia Fox by Rabbi David and Stephanie Eichholz
Rosalie Goldinger, Herb Goldinger, and Beverly Gossamer by Lyn Glinggner
Fred Goldman by Jeanne Gerson
Marjorie Green by Candie Koral and Richard Green
Julia Guigurs by Donna and Paul Nadel
Bernard Harris by Salli Harris
Sandy Judaken by Eddie and Tami Leeun
Sanford Kaplan by Aron Bennett
Sarah Klyman by Cassandra Klyman, MD
Edward Mandell by Jeffrey Mandell and Abigail Jones
Richard Mosk by Sandra Mosk
Ralph L. Rosenbluth by Roy and Susan Rosenbluth
Frank Schiller by Amy and Stuart Grawner
by Dana Bloosom and Robert Klyman
Theodore Winters by Hope Winters and Ted Mendel

COVID-19 EMERGENCY FUND

Canie and Kenneth Adaskin
Richard and Allie Agay
Enrin and Adam Alcobes
Michael and Melanie Alkov
Kate Allen
David and Lisa Alpern
Lauren Alpert
Christopher Angel and Katherine Farkas
Claudia and Ronny Aperfeld
Amy and Matthew Bazin
Janet Blatcher and Bruce Baker
Caninie Becker
Michael Bell and Linda Hirschman
Nancy Bell
Jordan and Lisa Bender
Elsia and Gal Ben-Naim
Howard Bernstein
Alan Berro
Robert and Rosse Baron
Marjorie Blatt
Cheryl Bloch
Jan Bloosom
Adam Bold
Lynn and Stewart Bookman
Mark and Ellen Bonster
Glenn Braunecker
Sylvan and Jared Brewer
Stephen and Nadeine Brewer
David and Bybee Broote
Les Broite
Marilyn Brown
Paul and Rene Brown
Steven and Linda Brown
Eleanor Currie and Brian Buxman
Marc and Avi Burkin
Tom and Susan Casamausim
Norman Chanes and Ronnie Shapiro
Joyce Clarke
Ellen and Don Creamer
Nancy and Hal Daum
Todd and Karen Daum
Martin and Carrie Davis
Joel David
Linda Delaney
Brian Delrose
Lauren Deutsch
Mike and Deborah Elaghami
Max and Laura Eisenberg
Laura and Mark Epstein
Philip and Cindy Feder
Karen Feinsteinehich
Fred and Sherry Fein
Bobbe Fields
Patricia Finkel
Jeffery and Patti Finkleton
Ivan and Roberts Frikkle
Chester and Beverly Feinsteine
Sheryl Fiechaner
Jonathan and Fernanda Filder
Greg and Mars Fletcher
Harvey Friedman and Anita Dzen Friedman
Kim and Mark Friedman
Scott and Andrew Friedman
Ruth and George Funt
Merle Galindo
Sharon Gam
Alex Ganz
Cathy and Brad Gelfond
Lawrence and Rhonda Gelford
Debbie Gellignlel
Craig and Julie Gerber
Abigail and Santanu Ghose
Jeff and Karly Gibert
Michael and Tina Gittelison
Emerson and Berta Glazer
Am and Lisa Glik
Scott Glessman
Wendy Goldber
Joan Gelfeder
Margot Freedman and David Goldman
Deborah Dragon and Justin Goldstein
Nan and Allan Goodman
Cathy Gerton
Hillard and Valerie Gordon
Joanne and Jeffrey Grant
Richard and Ticia Grey
Daniel and Sarah Goyer
Amy Gussin and Jenova Chen
Brooke and Kenneth Halsband
Justin Hartpole by Chloe Beckerman
Alan Hannor and Elizabeth Walfen
Jeffrey Hartsough
Tobi and Ken Hertz
Sherry Heyman
Jill and James Higgins
Mark Helden
Jeffrey Horn and Laura Zaks
Beth Hyatt
Lonnie Israel
Rose Iawi
Mansha Jakk
Jeff Jaczko and Debra Zane
Joseph J. Jonathan and Lillian Weiner
Tom and Nancy Judy
Laza Kaplan
Stephen and Jean Kaplan
Bruce and Lilly Karzty
Karah Center
Ricky Katz
Barret Kellman and Nancy Mette
Howard and Nancy Klein
Lester Korn
Joanne Kozberg and Lindsey Kozberg
Howard Kurtman
Mark Landry and Judith Boasberg
Aron Lebovic
Caro Leif
Neil Leventhal and Amanda Levin
Arthur Lewis, III
Donald and Susan Levy
Mayam and Josh Lieberman
Janet Lonner
Mara Lopez
Mark and Cindy Louchheim
Avril and Dwayne Love
Richard Lovett
Perry and Renata Lubens
Kory and Loni Lunsford
Shoshanna Lurie
Douglas and Jamie Lynn
Barnett Molin
Michael and Eran Mard
David and Rebecca Mandell
Jeffrey Mandell and Abigail Jones
Joel and Marcia Markowitz
Todd and Sabrina Maron
Karissa Marshall
Susan and Philip Mayer
Jessica Mayerson
Elliot and Alana Megdal
Bruce and Alison Mellon
Owen Merrick
Lance and Hillary Milken
Elisa Miller
Sean and Sandra Nascari
Benjamin and Hedy Nazarian
Arnold and Shern Nelson
Bruce and Nancy Newberg
ShelbyNotkin and Teresa Treajos
Bettna O’Marra
Stanley and Andrea Ortmann
Phyllis Oster
Arnold and Patsy Palmer
Margaret Pashow
Charles and Ellen Perlter
Caro Tapper and Andrew Perry
Heather Piper
Mark and Sharon Pollock
Lea and Barry Porter
Myra and Jack Potter
Lawrence and Sandra Post
Douglas and Stephanie Praw
Laurn Harris and Gregory Prinstein
Robert Radolf and Jodi Korn Radoff
Theodore and Ilana Rand
Alan and Kei Yaportal
Ronnie Reade
Ellen Pansky and Iain Reid
Judit Reichman
Gail and Mark Resman
Ferdieck and Julie Reitz
Antony Reseler and Jami Gertz
Peter and Linda Rhein
Talia and Jason Rindstrom
Eric and Nancy Ritter
Tereance and Laurie Rodsky
Bunny and Lori Rosen
But and Monica Rosen
Lee Rosenbaum and Corinna Cotsen
Bryan and Beth Rosenblum
Rory and Susan Rosenbluth
Cyril Ross
Jack Ross and Helen Stern Ross
Joy Roth and Sherry Grant
Ira and Juliania Rubenstein
Michelle Ruiz
Gary and Tiffany Sacks
Robert and Karen Sacks
Ariav Sagi
Corinne and Lanny Sands
Rachel and Jacob Sapenstein
Scho Leuker and Micki Sauer
Thomas Schneider and Aliza Polask
David and Nancy Schwartz
Dravo and Jeffrey Schwartz
Itzi and Ella Shadmon
Mark Sheldyak and Diana Raymaz
Nancy Sherr
Dana and Stephen Sigoloff
Chris and Julia Silberman
Ben Silverman Foundation
Mindy and Adam Silverstein
Joseph and Anit Simontob
Anril Stone and Rabbi Lynn Brody Stone
Bradley and Lisa Small
Stanley and Sonnie Sokoloff
Nicole Solomon
Jane Rossman and Richard Sandheimer
Rebecca Spain
Gail Spindler
Patti and Dave Stein
Susan and Jeff Stein
Ronald and Christina Safir
Thomas and Amy Teicholz
Denver Terenzio
Betsy Ann Toffer
Jeffrey and Dina Traunen
Sheri and Allen Tuchman
Ranee and Jon Turtle
Arnie Villanier
Peter and Michelle Vogel
Sanda and Jordan Walder
Janice and Daniel Wallace
Barbara and Gerald Watkins
Alexandro and Eric Weinberger
Steve and Alsys Weinberger
Darlene Weinstein
Nina Weinstein
Donn and Adele Weizman
Danz and Elly Wolf
Martin and Donna Wolf
Edward Yoblas
Jordan and Alissa Zachary
John and Rachel Zacuto

In Honor of:

All the responders and medical center workers during the coronavirus outbreak by Michael, Lnea, Hayden, and Arden Messinger
Michelle Gbd by Ellen Pansky and Iain Reid
Tori Hert’s birthday by Amy Stavis
Rabbi Steve Leder’s birthday by Hal, Sandy, Ia, Ellen, and Jordan Sian
Bella Luber by Carla and Rodney Luber
Helen Passman by Karen and Charles Rosin

In Loving Memory of:

Mary Jane Fate by Laura Becker
Bary Fried by Beth and Michael Moskowitz
Leo Gutfman by Stanley and Patricia Siver
Lewis Jackson by Hal and Sandy Slan
Sidney Katz by Jean Rosenbaum Katz
Alan Moskowitz by Beth and Michael Moskowitz
Philip Nallibotsky by Akram and Gillan Nallibotsky
Rhea Rosen by Joshua Hamilton
Harry Silver by Stanley and Patricia Silver

FOOD PANTRIES

Thank you to those individuals and families who have chosen to either underwrite ($1,000) or sponsor ($500) a week of food.
If you are interested in joining this effort, please contact Rabbi M. Reautor Shapiro at (424) 208 9920 or email dmagilnick@wbtla.org.
FRIDAY, JULY 3
Lunch and Learn Torah Study 12:00 p.m.
Shabbat Services 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JULY 4
Shabbat Morning Service 10:00 a.m.
Havdallah 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 10
Lunch and Learn Torah Study 12:00 p.m.
Shabbat Services 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JULY 11
Shabbat Morning Service 10:00 a.m.
Havdallah 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 17
Lunch and Learn Torah Study 12:00 p.m.
Shabbat Services 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JULY 18
Shabbat Morning Service 10:00 a.m.
Havdallah 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 24
Lunch and Learn Torah Study 12:00 p.m.
Shabbat Services 6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JULY 25
Shabbat Morning Service 10:00 a.m.
Havdallah 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 31
Lunch and Learn Torah Study 12:00 p.m.

Throughout the “safer at home” orders, all services and Torah study sessions will take place online.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS AND HIGH HOLY DAY PLANNING

Membership packets were mailed to all congregants in June. If you did not receive the mailing please contact membershipservices@wbtla.org

In August, you will receive an all-new High Holy Day planning guide filled with information and resources to make your High Holy Day experience meaningful. It will also include details about our High Holy Day services online and how to access them.

High Holy Day Tickets are provided to congregants with at least 50% of their annual membership contribution paid or who have arranged a payment plan. If you have not already done so, you can make your payment online at https://www.wbtla.org/pay or contact membershipservices@wbtla.org to arrange a payment plan.

All services and Torah Study sessions can be found at wbtla.org/wbtathome